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Food is an essential part of our lives. It nourishes our bodies, brings us
together with loved ones, and allows us to experience different cultures.
For Matt Lincoln, food is more than just a necessity – it's a passion. As the
host of the popular YouTube channel "Two People Three Meals", Matt
travels the world in search of the most delicious and authentic dishes.

In each episode of "Two People Three Meals", Matt and his wife, Angie,
explore a different cuisine. They visit street food stalls, markets, and
restaurants, sampling everything from traditional dishes to modern
interpretations. Along the way, they meet local chefs, farmers, and food
producers, learning about the ingredients, techniques, and stories behind
the food they eat.

A Culinary Adventure

Matt's culinary journey has taken him to over 50 countries on six
continents. He has eaten everything from fermented shark in Iceland to
spicy street food in Thailand. Through his travels, Matt has developed a
deep appreciation for the diversity of global cuisines.

"I love that food can be so different from one place to another," says Matt.
"It's amazing to see how different cultures use the same ingredients in such
different ways."

Matt's adventurous spirit has also led him to try some of the world's most
unusual dishes. He has eaten insects in Laos, guinea pig in Peru, and even
durian fruit in Thailand. While not all of these dishes have been to his liking,
Matt believes that trying new things is an important part of the culinary
experience.



"I think it's important to be open-minded when it comes to food," says Matt.
"You never know what you might discover."

Sharing the Experience

In addition to hosting "Two People Three Meals", Matt also writes a blog
and cookbook. He uses these platforms to share his culinary adventures
with others, providing recipes, cooking tips, and travel recommendations.

Matt hopes that his work will inspire others to explore different cuisines and
cultures. He believes that food is a powerful way to connect with people
and make the world a more delicious place.

"I want to show people that there is so much more to food than just eating,"
says Matt. "Food can be a source of joy, adventure, and inspiration."

Matt Lincoln's Culinary Journey

Matt Lincoln's culinary journey is a testament to the power of food to bring
people together and create lasting memories. Through his travels and his
work, Matt has inspired countless others to explore the world of food and to
embrace the joy of cooking.

If you are looking for a culinary adventure, be sure to check out Matt
Lincoln's YouTube channel, blog, and cookbook. You won't be
disappointed!
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